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Abstract 
The Co substitution effects on the superconductivity of FeSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals were investigated. The magnetic susceptibility 
measurement suggests that Co is non-magnetic in these materials. The superconducting transition temperature decreases linearly for 
Co doping with the rate -0.75 K/Co%, while the increasing rate of residual resistivity is less than 12.5 P:·cm/Co%. Our data do not 
contradict the expectation for the s± pairing. 
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1. Introduction 
The recent discovery of iron-based superconductors [1,2] has renewed intense research activities in 
superconductivity. To clarify superconducting pairing mechanism, it is important to identify the symmetry of the 
condensate wave function. A first-principles calculations [3] predicted that the Fermi surfaces (FSs) are composed of 
two or three hole bands around * point and two electron bands around M point. Mazin et al. [4] and Kuroki et al. [5] 
suggested that the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation mechanism favors the superconducting order parameter that 
changes its sign between hole FSs and electron FSs; the so-called sr wave symmetry. Experimentally, the absence of 
coherence peak in the temperature dependence of spin relaxation rate [6] and microwave conductivity [7-10] suggests 
the sign-change of the order parameter. A more detailed study of the coherence factor by scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) in FeSe1íxTex (the so-called 11 materials [11]) also suggests the presence of the s± wave definitely. 
On the other hand, it has been proposed that another pairing mechanism based on the orbital fluctuation favors the 
order parameter with no sign-change, the s++ wave [12,13]. Studies of impurity effects [14] and neutron scattering 
measurements [15,16] suggest the presence of the s++ wave. For instance, a Co substitution study in polycrystalline 
samples of LaFe2As2O1-xFx [14] reveals that the superconducting transition temperature Tc decreases by 12 K with 5% 
of Co doping. Generally, superconductivity whose order parameter has a sign reversal is very weak against impurities. 
A theoretical investigation by a 5-orbital model [17] suggests that only 1% impurity concentration will destroy 
superconductivity completely when impurity potential is high in the s± wave state. This seems to be in strong 
contradiction to the experimental results. However, even in the s± scenario the decreasing rate of Tc is comparable to 
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an experimentally observed value when impurity potential is very low. To check strength of impurity potential one of 
the best indicators is residual resistivity. Thus, to discuss the symmetry of the condensate wave function, it is crucially 
important to evaluate both the decrease in Tc and the increase in residual resistivity, simultaneously. In terms of this, it 
is difficult to discuss residual resistivity in polycrystalline samples because a high additional resistivity at the grain 
boundaries masks the intrinsic behavior of residual resistivity. 
Recently, studies of effects of disorders using single crystalline samples of the 122 materials have been reported 
[18-20]. However the conclusions are different among the reports. In addition, a recent theoretical re-investigation of 
the effects of disorders [21] suggests that the decreasing rate of Tc can become much slower than expected by the 5-
orbital model, and also suggests that in some cases there exist a transition from the s± to s++ with increasing amount 
of disorders. Thus, there is almost no consensus on the disorder effects of iron-based superconductors both 
experimentally and theoretically 
Thus, we focus on the simplest material in Fe-based superconductor families, the so-called 11 materials, Fe(Se,Te) 
[22], where phase sensitive experiments have suggested that the s± wave is realized [11]. We measure transport 
properties of Co doped FeSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals to discuss the variation both in Tc and in residual resistivity. Our 
results are consistent with s± pairing. 
2. Experimental 
A series of Fe1-xCoxSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals (x=0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04) were grown by the Bridgman method. The 
starting materials were grains of Fe (purity 3N), Se (purity 5N), Te (purity 5N), and Co (purity 3N). Details of the 
growth condition of single crystals are given elsewhere [10]. 
Lattice constants were measured using an X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The compositions of the 
single crystals were analyzed using SEM equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX). Dc 
magnetization was measured using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. DC 
resistivity was measured by the four-probe method. To obtain good reproducibility, the use of Au paste (Tokuriki 
#8560) was found to be crucial. 
3. Results 
The X-ray diffraction measurement reveals that the a-axis and c-axis lattice constants are almost the same among 
samples with different Co content (3.805 Å and 6.07-6.08Å, respectively). This suggests that the Se/Te ratio is almost 
the same [23]. Thus, a change in Tc due to a variation of the Se/Te ratio is negligible. Composition analysis reveals 
that the samples with the nominal composition of Fe:Co:Se:Te=0.98:0.02:0.4:0.6 shows the actual composition of 
Fe:Co:Se:Te=1.00:0.03:0.32:0.64. Considering the possible measurement errors in the EDX technique, this result 
suggests that the actual Co content is almost the same as the nominal one. 
Figure 1(a) shows the temperature dependence of dc magnetic susceptibility. The superconducting transition 
temperature, Tc, decreases monotonically with Co doping. The transition width is rather small suggesting our samples 
are some of the best-quality crystals among those currently available. As shown in figure 1(b), dc magnetization in the 
normal state (x=0, 0.02, 0.04) was investigated in more detail in a field of 5 T. The absence of Currie tail indicates that 
Co does not have appreciable local moments, that is, Co is found to be non-magnetic in these materials.  
 
                
Fig. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of dc magnetization under zero-field cooling and field cooling for Fe1-xCoxSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals with x=0, 
0.01, 0.02, and 0.04. Magnetic field is 2 Oe. (b) Temperature dependence of dc magnetic susceptibility in the normal state of samples with x=0, 0.02, 
and 0.04 in a field of 5 T. 
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Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of dc resistivity of 4 pieces of samples with 1% Co doping. With 
this figure, we show that reproducibility of our data (the temperature dependence, amplitude, and Tc, etc) is rather 
good. Residual resistivity ρ0 is defined as the extrapolated value of the linear part at low temperatures, as shown in the 
inset of Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows the temperature dependence of dc resistivity of samples at different Co contents 
(x=0-0.04). The temperature dependence and the magnitude of resistivity of these samples is almost the same. With 
further doping of Co, the resistivity shows an upturn at the lowest temperatures and the decreasing rate of Tc becomes 
faster. Thus, we discuss the Co doping effects within this range of Co contents. 
We plotted Tc and ρ0 as a function of Co content in figure 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The error bars come form the 
scattering of the measured resistivity among 4 crystals with the same Co content. Tc decreases almost linearly with the 
rate -0.75 K/Co%. On the other hand, increase in ρ0 is rather small. The maximum possible increase in ρ0 is 50 μΩ·cm 
for 4% Co doping, or 12.5 μΩ·cm/Co%. 
 
                
Fig. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of dc resistivity of 4 pieces of Fe1-xCoxSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals with x=0.01. The dashed line is the extrapolation 
of the linear part to define residual resistivity. (b) Temperature dependence of dc resistivity of samples with x=0, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04. The inset 
shows an enlarged plot of resistivity at low temperatures.  
                
Fig. 3. (a) Tc as a function of Co content. The dashed line is the linear fit to the data. (b) Residual resistivity as a function of Co content. The dashed 
line shows the theoretical expectation by the 5-orbital model in the s± pairing.  
4. Discussion 
Our results show that the superconducting transition temperature decreases with Co doping by 3 K with slight 
increase in residual resistivity. It is well established that superconductivity is robust for non-magnetic impurities in 
conventional s-wave superconductors [24]. In contrast, magnetic impurities destroy superconductivity [25]. However 
the magnetic susceptibility measurement indicates that Co behaves as a non-magnetic disorder in these materials. Thus, 
we do not expect the decrease in Tc by 3 K for such weak non-magnetic scattterers due to the pair-breaking effect in 
the s++ wave scenario. Even for non-magnetic impurities Tc decreases when one takes into account the weak 
localization effect in 2-dimensional superconductors [26] or a large change in carrier concentration. However, either 
case should be accompanied by a large change in the temperature dependence of resistivity [27]. Thus these are not the 
case for our present data. For a special issue applicable to the 11 materials alone, they have additional Fe sites, Fe(2) 
sites [28]. The excess Fe at the Fe(2) sites affects Tc [29]. Although an exact estimation of the occupancy of the Fe(2) 
sites is difficult by the EDX method, the occupancy of the Fe(2) sites is considered to be rather small and is almost the 
same among our samples, since magnetization shows no Currie tail. It should be also noted that resistivity is changed 
largely when Tc is affected by a change in the occupancy of the Fe(2) sites, which is not the case, either. Thus, a 
change in Tc due to a variation of the occupancy of the Fe(2) sites is considered to be negligible. 
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An alternative possibility is the pair-breaking effect in superconductors with the s± wave. Tc is rapidly suppressed 
even by non-magnetic disorders because the interband scattering by a non-magnetic impurity acts like scattering by a 
magnetic one in the s++ wave [30]. According to Kontani [31], when the effective mass ration is taken as m/m =10, 
the ration of the change in Tc to the change in residual resistivity, ¨Tc/¨ȡ0, is about í0.3 K/(ȝȍ·cm). Using our 
resistivity data it is expected that the increase in residual resistivity to Co content is 3 ȝȍ·cm/Co%, which we plotted 
as a straight line in Fig. 7. Our results do not contradict the expectation for the s± pairing. 
5. Conclusion 
We investigated the effects of Co doping on the superconductivity of FeSe0.4Te0.6 single crystals. Tc decreases 
almost linearly for Co doping with the rate -0.75 K/Co%, while the increasing rate of residual resistivity is less than 
12.5 P:·cm/Co%. Because magnetic susceptibility data above Tc suggests that Co is non-magnetic in these materials, 
our results do not contradict the expectation for the s± pairing. 
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